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Update on Current Activity

- FERC Order 1000
  - Currently receiving proposals
  - Security requirements in stakeholder discussions at MIC
- RPM Credit Requirement
  - Being discussed by Capacity Senior Task Force
  - Credit rate may increase by 2.5 times under one proposal
  - Most likely to apply only to 2017/2018 and later years
Update on Current Activity

- **Member Withdrawal Requirements**
  - MC problem statement presented in November
  - Intent to clarify withdrawal timeframes and requirements
    - 90 days versus 1 day
    - Existing transactions
- **September Load Event charges**
  - Charges to be billed in December month-end invoice on January 8, 2014
  - Approximate charges can be viewed in eCredit on the Member Data report in the next-to-last column from the right:
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- Billing Line Item (BLI) Transfers
  - Developing eSuite tool
  - Reviewing details with legal
  - Planning member notification prior to roll-out